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Abstract. We show that the problems STEINER TREE, DOMINATING SET and CONNECTED 
DOMINATING SET are NP-complete for chordal bipartite graphs. 
Introduction 
There is an increasing interest in studying the computational complexity of 
fundamental graph problems as, e.g., STEINER TREE (ST), DOMINATING SET ( 
(and its variant CONNECTED DOMINATING SET (CDS)) restricted to special classes 
of perfect graphs. Such investigations extend the knowledge about the ‘borderHine” 
(if there is one as is mostly assumed) between NE-completeness and solvability 
polynomial time. 
Sometimes this field of research is additionally motivated by problems ari ’ 
from other branches of theoretical computer science as it was the case for 
paper-the ST problem for chordal bipartite graphs is related to database problems 
[ 11. Recently, a lot of results on the complexity of ST and DS wer 
of them are surveyed in [8]. ST, DS and CDS are known to be N 
bipartite graphs. 
The aim of this note is to show that ST, DS and CDS remain NB-co 
restricted to special bipi$rtiti graphs namely chordal bipartite gra 
general not chordal). The class of chordal bipartite graphs can be re 
of the more fundamental classes of erfect graphs (see [7] where a c 
to these graphs). 
For bipartite permutation graphs, which are a nontrivial s 
bipartite graphs, ST, DS and CDS are solvable in polyn 
problems are solvable in poly omial time even for 
shswn in [3,5] for 
. --- f-31 ff)r lIll L&J cv- 
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1. Notions 
Throughout his paper all graphs G = ( V, E) should be finite, simple (i.e., without 
self-loops and multiple edges) and undirected. Let 1 VI = n, IEI = m. For V’ c V let 
GvP denote the subgraph of G induced by V’: Gyt = (V’, E’) where 
E’=((u,v):(u,v}~E and u,v~V’). 
A set V’ G V of vertices is an independent set if Gvt contains no edges, i.e., E’ = 0. 
A sequence (x, , . . . , xk) of pairwise distinct vertices in V forms a path in G if, 
for all i=l,..., k - 1, {xi, X,+1) E E. The length of a path (x,, . . . , xk) is k - 1. 
A subset V’s V is connected in G if, for all u, v E V’, u # v, there is a path 
(UP.., v) in G. 
A graph G = ( V, E) is bipartite if there is a partition of V into independent sets 
X, Y, X u Y = V, X n Y = 0. Bipartite graphs are also denoted by (X, Y, E). 
A path (x1,..., xk) forms a cycle in G if {xkr x,} E E. The length of a cycle 
(X 1,...,Xk)isk.~edge{~i,~j}‘EisaChordofaCycleC=(x,,...,Xk)ifli-jl=1 
and {i, j} f { 1, k} (i.e., {Xi, xi} is no edge of C itself). A graph is chordal if each of 
its cycles of length greater than 3 has chord. 
A graph G is a chordal bipartite graph (cbg) if G is bipartite and each cycle of 
G of length greater than 4 has a chord. (Note that chordal bipartite graphs are in 
general not chordal.) For all these definitions cf., e.g., [7]. 
2. STEINER TREE for chordal 
The Steiner tree problem for unweighted graphs is the problem of connecting a 
given set T of vertices (the target vertices) by adding a minimum number of vertices 
(or edges) to T. Let 
MINIMUM CARDINALITY S-ILINER TREE (MCST) 
=((G, T, k):G=(V, E) is a graph and k a positive integer 
and TE V and Vssir (IS] = k and GsUr is connected)}. 
emark: For weighted graphs the Steiner tree problem is usually formulated as 
an edge minimization problem: If 6: E + R+ is the weight function of the graph, then 
MINIMUM EDGE WEIGHT STEINER TREE (bi”cws?-) 
={(G,Tk):thereisatree T’=(W,F)inGwith TEWGV 
and FE E and CeEF l(e) d k}. 
or unweighted graphs C,, F I(e) = IF[ and it is well known that a tree with n vertices 
iff (G, T, 1 T( + k - 1 j E MEWST. 
CtiQII frOm VERTEX (‘OVER: 
lete for cbgs by giving a polynomial-time 
) be a graph. A subset V’C V is a 
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vertex cover of G if, for all {u, v} E E, u E V’ or v E V’ holds. Now, 
VERTEX COVER (vc) 
= {(G, k) : G = ( V, E) is a graph and k a positive integer 
and there is a vertex cover V’ of G with 1 V’l s k} 
([GTl] of [6]) is known to be NP-complete [9]. For a given graph G = (V, E) we 
construct he following graph G, = ( tI, I?,): 
(i) Replace each vertex i E V by a component Gi = ( I(, I!$): 
x- -yi I - bi 
(ii) Replace each edge {i, j} E E by components G, = ( V& E,): 
x- -pij I 
and Gji = ( yi, &): 
yi - 9ji 
Let 
X={xi:f=l,...,n}, Y={y,:i-l,...,n}, 
Z={Zi:i=l,...,n}, K=XvYvZ, 
A= (ai, bi, ci I i= 1,. . . , n), B = {pu, qii : { i,j} E E). 
(iii) Xv 2 and Y form a complete bipartite subgraph of G1. Then define 
?, = pi: v Au B (all vertices occurring in any component) and 
l!Z,=(J E~v IJ Edv Ej~~{{X;,~j},{Zi,yj}: i=l,~..,n,j=l,...,n). 
i=l {ij}EE 
Note that only vertices from X and Y can occur in more than one component. 
Lemma 2.6. G, is a chordal bipartite graph. 
roof. It is clear that G, is bipartite. Let G be a cycle in G, of length greater than 
4. We have to show that (z: has a chord. 
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Observe that each nonempty cycle in G, contains at least one vertex yi E Y. If C 
contains exactly one yi E Y, then C - Gi and therefore C contains a chord. If C 
contains at least two elements yi, yj E Y, then C contains a path (yi, . . . 9 yj) of length 
at least 4. Our claim is that such a path must contain at least one element from 
X u Z-if this is true, then C has a chord. But the only neighbours of yi in G, are 
xj, zj9J 
'=I 9***9 n: in this case the claim holds, and bi, si: in this case the cycle can 
only be closed by passing a vertex Zi or xi. q 
2.2. MCST is NP-complete for chorda! bipartite graphs. 
roof. It is clear that the problem is in NP. We show now that (G, k) E VC iff 
( bl 9 T, n + k) E MCST with the following T: 
T=(ai, bi,ci:ie V}u{pij,q~:{i,j}EE). 
(1) Assumethat V’isavertexcoverofG=(V,E)withIV’I=I.:andIElH.Then 
letS={&,yi:ie V’}U{Zi:i& V’},ISI=2k+( n - k) = n + k. Since \” is a vertex cover, 
S contains at least one vertex from (X u Y) n V$ and also from (X u Y) n yi. In 
each component Gi the vertices ai and bi, Ci are connected by Xi, yi or Zi depending 
on i E V’ or i e V’. Since there is at least one edge in E and therefore at least one 
yi in S and since X u 2 and Y form 9 complete bipartite subgraph, the subgraph 
G sUT is connected. 
(2) Assume that (G,, T, n + k) E MC,C’4’ and let S s V be a subset with ISI < n + k 
such that 
69 GS”T is connected. 
Claim 1. If xi E S, then, w.l.o.g., also yi E S and vice versa. 
laim 1. If Xi E S and yi e S, then, in order to connect ai and bi, ci, Zi E S 
and therefore, (S - { Zi}) u {yi) also fulfills (*). The same holds for yi E S and Xi E S. 
V’ = {i : xi, yi E S) is a vertex cover ef G. 
2. Assume that there is an edge {i, j} E E for which neither Xi, yi E S 
nor Xi, yj E S. Since T contains pii, qii, these vertices are not connected to the rest 
of T-a contradiction. Let I V’l = k’. Then, 1st = 2k’-+ n - k’ = n + k’s n + k and thus 
(G, k)EVC. 0 
OMlNkTING SET 
is a dominating set of G if for all 
ere is a v E v’ with {u, U} E E. Now, 
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DOMINATING SET (DS) 
= {(G, k) : G = ( y E) a graph and k a positive integer and 
there is a dominating set D c V with IDI < k} 
([GT2] of [6]) is known to be 
case for its variant [IO] 
te even for bipartite grap 
CONNECTED DOMINATING SET (CDS) 
= {(G, k) : G = ( V, E) a graph and k a positive integer and there 
is a connected dominating set D E V with IDI s k}. 
White, Farber and Pulleyblank [12] observed that whenever the complexities of 
CDS and MCST are currently known, they are the same (in the sense that they are 
both NP-complete or both solvable in polynomial ti e). We will show that chordal 
bipartite graphs are just another example for this coincidence showing that DS and 
CDS are NP-complete for cbgs. The reduction from VC to these problems is similar 
to that for MCST (Section 1). 
3.1. DOMINATING SET 
For a given graph G = ( V, E) we construct he following graph G, = ( &, &) as 
follows 
(i) Replace each vertex i E V by a component Gi = (\i, ~5,): 
xi - bi - di 
ai - Zi - ci - e. I 
(ii) Replace each edge { i,j) E E by components GU =: ( S$, E&: 
Yj - 4ii - sjj 
and Gji = ( yis Eji): 
Let X, Y, 2, K be as before and 
A= (ai, big ciy di, ei z i = I, . . . , n), = { pjj, 40, r@, so : (i,j} E E}. 
(iii) X u Z and Y form a complete bipartite subgraph of 6,. 9; = K u A u B, 
i=l {i.j}c E 
V ((Xi, Yj}, (Zi, Yj} 1 i r= 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n). 
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Lemma 3.1. 6, is a chordal bipartite graph. 
The proof can be done as for Lemma 2.1. 
Theorem 3.2. DS is NP-complete for chordal bipartite graphs. 
Proof. It is clear that the problem is in NP. We show that (G, k) E VC iff (6,) 2n + 
2m+k)EIX. 
(1) Assumethat V’isavertexcoverofG=(V,E)withIV’I=kand]ElH.Then 
let 
D = {Xi, yi, ei : i E V'} u {Zip di : i ti Vi) 
IDl=3k+2(n - k) + 2m = 2n + 2m + k. Observe that D is dominating: For i E V’, all 
vertices of Gi are dominating by Xi, yip ei. For i E V’, all vertices of Gi except Xi are 
dominated by zi, di. Since I El 2 1 and V’ is a vertex cover, there is a vertex yi E Y n 0, 
and since X u Z and Y form a complete bipartite subgraph, this yj dominates all 
vertices from x’. Since V’ is a vertex cover of G, the set D contains at least one 
vertex from GQ (7 (X u Y) and also from G-i n (X u Y). Therefore, in order to 
dominate all vertices of G,, Gji, it is sufficient to include sij, ‘ii if i E V’, or rii, Sii if 
i E! V’ (then, j E V’). (If i E V’ and j E V’ then, nevertheless, there are vertices in 
G,, Gji not dominated by X u Y-if this would not be the case, the reduction would 
not work and this i-, the reason for the extension of G, in comparison with that of 
Gv in Section 1.) 
(2) Assume that D is a dominating set of 6, with IDI = 2n +2m + k 
Claim 3. If Xi E D then, w.l.o.g., also yi E D and vice versa. 
Prwf of Claim 3. Let xi E D. Then the rest bi, ci, dip ei of Gi (Zi is eventually 
dominated by a certain yj E D) cannot be dominated by only one vertex from D. 
Thus we can take, w.l.o.g., yi, ei E D. Let yi E D. Then again the rest Q;, pi, di, ei cannot 
be dominated by only one vertex from D, and thus we can take Xi, ei E D. Cl 
From each G,, D contains at least two vertices since only one is not sufficient in 
order to dominate G’j (analogously for Gji). Thus, w.l.o.g., suppose that D contains 
Xi, So or Yj, rQ from Go (and Xi, Sji or Yi, 5’ from Gji). 
C = {i : Xi, yi E D} is a vertex cover of G. 
Let (i, j} E E. Since D is dominating, it contains Xi or yi from 
would not dominate G,. But if Xi E D, then also yi E D and i E C, 
othemhe j E C. Let ICI = k’. We have to show k’ s k. D contains at least one vertex 
fr each Vi n B and also from each Vii ~3 (i, j] E E, Tliaese are at least 2m vertices. 
contains at least one vertex from eat Vi n A. T;lese make at least YO vertices. 
Thus, for the rest we have I D,~s n + k. Then, in k’ components G’, we have 
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Xi, yi E Dl and in n - k’ eompsnen~s, ano er weflex dirsm Gi is in because of 
xi,yi~D.Therefore,/~,i-2k’+(F1-kf’= / k’ 4, 81 $ k; i.e., k’s k an hus(G, a-)~ 
Ii-c. a 
3.2. CONNECTED DOMINATING SET 
For a given graph 
(i) Replace each 
(ii) Replace each edge {&j} E E by components 6, = ( vj, Ed): 
G = ( V, E) we construct he following h &‘,=( p;, &): 
vertex i E V by a component Gi = (K, 
-yi - Ci - e. 1 
x*-pv- I 4ii 
I I 
Yj 
- r.. - s.. 
‘J v 
and Gji = (I$i, Eji): 
x’ - pii -- J 9ji 
I I 
Yi - r.. - s.. J’ J’ 
Let X, Y, Z, K, B be as before and /I = (ai, bi, Zi, 4, ei,JI: : i = 1, . . . , n}. 
(iii) X u 2 and Y form a complete bipartite subgraph of 6,. c’ = K u A u B, 
n 
Es=IJ Eiti IJ EGuEji 
i=l {i._ik E 
V {{Xi, Xj}, {Zi, Yj}: i = 1, * l . 3 n,j = 1, l l l 9 n)- 
Lemma 3.3. & is Q chordal bipartite graph. 
The proof can be done as for Lemma 2.1. 
Theorem 3.4. CDS is NP-complete for chordal bipartite graphs. 
Proof. It is clear that the problem is in NP. 
4m + k) E CDS. 
at (6, k)~vC i 
(1) Assumethat V’isavertexcoverufG=(V,E)with[V’!=kandJEia1.Then 
let 
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1 Dl = 5k + 4( n - k) + 4m = 4m + 4n + k. Observe that D is connected and dominating: 
For i E V’ all vertices of Gi are dominated by big Xi, yip ci, J. For i g V’ all vertices 
of gi are dominated by bi, Zi, dig Ci. All vertices of Gii are dominated by pij, rU 
(analogously for Gji)= 
D is connected since X u 2 and Y form a complete bipartite subgraph of G3 
and V’ is a vertex cover-thus all JIM, rQ are connected with a vertex from X u Y. 
Since IEI 3 1, there is at least one pair Xi, yi E I) and thus, D n X # 0, D n Y # 0. 
(2) Assume that I) is a connected dominating set of G3 with iDI= 4n + 4m + k 
For each Gi it can be assumed that Qi, Ei,f;- ti D-if, e.g., ai E 0, then Qi can be 
exchanged by bi l But if ai, ei, L g 0, then bi, Ci, di E D. 
Claim 5. If Xi E D then, w.l.o.g., yi E D and vice versa. 
Proof of Claim 5. Assume that Xi E D. Then yi E D or z, E D since D is connected 
and the only paths from Ci, di to Xi are those via yi or zi. Then, take, w.l.o.g., yi E D. 
Ilf yi E D, then Xi E D or Zi E D since D is connected and the only paths from bi to 
yi are those via Xi or Zi. Then, take, w.l.o.g., xi E D. 0 
Claim 6. C = (i : Xi, yi E D} is a vertex cover of G. 
Proof of Claim 6. Let {i, j} E E. Since D is connected, it contains Xi or yj from each 
G&-the only paths from pii to bi are those via Xi or yi (analogously for Gii). Thus 
for each ii, j) E E, xi, yi E D or xi, yj E 0, i.e., C is a vertex cover of G. Cl 
Let ICI = k’. We have to show k’s ic. D contains bi, ci, di from each Gj and pii, rii 
from each G,, and pji, ‘ii from each Gji, { i,j} E E. These make 4m +3n vertices. The 
rest D1 has n + k vertices. Dt contains k’ pairs xi, yi and n - k’ vertices Zi ; I D,I = 
2k’+(n_k’)=n+k’. Therefore, (G,~)EVC. 0 
The first author has recently shown by a reduction from 3s~~ that HAMILTONIAN 
CIRCUIT and IKDEPENDENTDOMINATINGSET areNP-completeforchordalbipartite 
graphs. 
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